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Mobile financial services are a global game-changer with an open
money network being the connection needed between the financial
industry and telecom to increase both the commercial and social
benefits.
As the world grapples with an unprecedented crisis in the form of the
COVID-19 pandemic, consumers are cautious to use cash or making a
withdrawal from an ATM and agent network.
This has given mobile money a new dimension as customers can make payment anywhere at
any time with their mobile devices as easy as sending a text message in geographies that are
normally unable to benefit from banking structures. This allows customers to seamlessly
purchase products or services without having to physically handover cash or swipe a card. The
freedom to send, spend and receive money with a mobile phone is quickly becoming an essential
part of life for billions of people.
Originally available in a few selected markets, mobile money is now a global phenomenon,
recording astonishing growth in emerging markets and reaching a broad range of customers.
Mobile money is currently present in 95 countries with 290 deployments worldwide. GSMA
reported only 50 million new accounts registered in Sub-Saharan African its 2019 report.
According to this report, the mobile money industry has showed a tremendous achievement
reference to previous years with over a billion registered accounts, 372 million active accounts
and close to $2 billion in daily transactions. In other words, we can say that mobile money has
reached new heights in terms of digitization of payments.
Banking the Unbanked
Mobile Financial Services (MFS) are a natural part of the connected world. For the mature
markets/countries they provide convenience, for the emerging countries they bring a possibility
to make transactions where the financial infrastructure is weak or unreliable, providing”
banking for the unbanked”.
A large portion of the population in Africa needs to be brought into the folds of financial
inclusion in order to generate sustainable economic growth. The high cost of opening a bank and
long distances to banks are among the barriers to gaining access to financial services for the
unbanked in the country.
Additional challenges are related to lengthy queues, processing time, high service charges while
receiving payments are also common. Furthermore, the amount of time taken to process money
transfers, the distance from the place of transacting for international transfers can be
frustrating – as can long processing and waiting times during bill payment provide
opportunities.

Ericsson reported more than 190 million registered users on its Wallet Platform with their
monthly transactions surpassing 18 billion USD by the end of June 2020.
This is an indicator on how technology has enabled the connection needed between the financial
industry and telecom to increase both the commercial and social benefits.
Reinventing Transactions in Africa
Ericsson’s open, easy, and accessible mobile money platform offers more choices–providing an
advanced secure, flexible platform that help build an interconnected and transparent financial
ecosystem. It has explicitly tailored to enable financial inclusion by providing easy-to-use and
secure next-generation mobile financial services, specially to those who do not have access to
traditional banking services.
With the goal to promote easy-to-use financial services in Africa, Ericsson collaborates with
leading telecom operators and service providers to provide OpenAPI software with platform
across this continent as well as also in the Middle East. An Open API platform will create a new
type of ecosystem that is open for everyone to join to accelerate mobile financial services
innovation and change the future of payments.
What is the best outcome of enabling this inclusion you may ask?
Increasing financial inclusion using digital technology is an essential element in furthering the
economic development of Africa. In collaboration with various service providers, Ericsson aims
to unlock access to a diverse payment ecosystem beyond the individual user’s reach.
When the access to safe and secure financial services is within reach, enhancement in energy,
health, education, and employment opportunities will follow.

